MHD instabilities is one of the main obstacles to realize the tokamak advance operation with high parameters. MHD instabilities suppression and control is a basic and important topic of tokamak plasma research.
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Experiments have been conducted in HT-7 tokamak to suppress the MHD instabilities by biased electrode through change the edge plasma rotation behavior. A edge electric field is produce by applying a voltage on a retractable electrode and the tokamak chamber. The maximum voltage and current of the biased electrode is 650V and 250A respectively. The experimental results show that the biased electric field can reduce the MHD instabilities effectively. The suppress effect is depended on the biased voltage strongly. It seems that there is minimum biased current density for above which the biased voltage will in effect on the suppression. Above the threshold, the suppression effect will increased with increasing of the biased voltage. The plasma rotation measured by Mach probe is indicated that the toroidal rotatation velocity is increased obviously after biased voltage is on. Beside the suppression of MHD fluctuation, the improvement of confinement is also observed. 
